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G.-C. Rota, D. Kan, F. Peterson, and G. Whitehead have con-

structed a homology theory for finite lattices. Their definition is given

in terms of a choice of "cross-cut" for the given lattice; however it

was conjectured by G.-C. Rota [4, p. 356] that the Betti numbers so

obtained are independent of the choice of cross-cut. It is an immedi-

ate consequence of the theorem proved in this paper that this is so.

Jon Folkman [2] has given an independent proof of the invariance

of the homology of a lattice. He shows that the homology of any

cross-cut is the same as the homology of the complex whose vertices

are the elements of the lattice other than 0 or 1 and whose simplices

are the totally ordered subsets of the vertices. His proof is valid for

infinite as well as finite lattices.

As in [4], a cross-cut of a finite lattice is a subset C of L such that:

(a) C contains neither 0 nor 1,

(b) no two elements of C are comparable,

(c) every chain stretched from 0 to 1 meets C.

A spanning subset of L is a subset whose join is 1 and whose meet is 0.

Given a cross-cut C oi L, we define a simplicial complex P(C, P). The

vertices of P(C, L) are the elements of C. The simplices of P(C, L)

are the subsets of C which do not span P.

Theorem. If C and C are two cross-cuts of L, then P(C, P) and

KiC, L) have the same homotopy type.

Let Ul (resp. Vj/) denote the cross-cut of L whose elements are

the maximal (resp. minimal) elements in P — {0, 1}. If C is any cross-

cut of P, we denote the first barycentric subdivision of KiC, L) by

K'iC, L), and define a map fc.L from the set of vertices of K'iC, L)

to the set of vertices of vertices of P'(Pl, P) as follows. If 5 is a ver-

tex of K'iC L) (in other words, a simplex of P(C, L), i.e., a subset of

C which does not span P) then

fdiS) = {xEUL:x^VS}        if VS ?= 1,

= [xG UL:x^ A5}        if V5= 1.

To show that/c,l(5) is really a vertex of K'iUL, P), we must show

that it does not span P. If V5^1 then A/c,l(5) > V5>0. If V5=l
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then, since 5 does not span, A5>0. Hence, A/e,i(5) 2? A5>0.

We will prove our theorem by showing that/ci, is a simplicial map

and that its geometric realization (which will also be denoted by

/cm.) is a homotopy equivalence.

Lemma 1. fc.L is a simplicial map.

Proof. It suffices to show that if 5 and T are simplices of K(C, L)

with SQT, then either/c,z,(5)C/c,i(r) or fcAT)Qfc,L(S). There
are two cases. If VT<1, then V5<1 and it follows from V5^V7n

that fc,L(T)^fc,L(S). If VP=1 then xEfc,L(S) implies x^AS^hT
and hence xG/c,l(P). Hence /c,t(5)C/CL(r) in this case.

The proof that fc.L is a homotopy equivalence will be by induction

on

p(C, L) = card{x EL: 3y E C, x < y}.

Basis for the induction: p(C, L) = l. (This is a special case of Theorem

1 of [l].) In this case C= Vl, and the map/=/c,i is given by

f(S) = {xEUL:x^ V5}

for any vertex 5 of K'(Vl, L). Dually there is a simplicial map

g: K'(UL, L) -» K'(VL, L)

given by

g(S) = [xE VL:x^ A S}

for any vertex 5 of K'(UL, L).

Observe that there is a partial order (^) on the vertices of the

barycentric subdivision K' of any simplicial complex K, induced by

the inclusion relation between simplices of K via the correspondence

between simplices of K and vertices of K'. In this notation it is easily

seen that if 5 and T are vertices of K'(Ul, L) and S^T then

(1) S£fg(S)Zfg(T).

We define a homotopy

h: | K'(UL, L) | X / -» | K(UL, L) \

by setting

H*, t) = t -/g(x) + (1 —/)•*,        * E | K'(UL, L)\, tEI-

Clearly if the definition of h is meaningful, then h is a homotopy con-

necting/g and the identity. In order to show that the definition makes

sense, we must show that for any xG|P'|  there is a simplex in K
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whose geometric realization contains both x and/g(x). To see this, let

cr = (Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vn) be a simplex of K' whose geometric realization con-

tains x. Suppose the F's are ordered so that Vi 5= F2 ̂  • • • ^ F„. Let

t be the simplex of K corresponding to/g(F„). Since F,i£/g(Fn) and

fgiVi) ̂ fgiVn), by H),V,E\r\ and/g(Fi)G|r| for * = 1,2, ••-,».
Hence, |<r| c|t| and since/, as a map from \K'\ to |P|, is linear,

/g[|o"| ]c|r|. In particular xG|t| and /g(x)G|,r|. Hence, /g~l.

Similarly g/~l.

Inductive step: piC, L)>1. The proof of the inductive step is based

upon the following lemma which will be proved at the end of the

paper.

Lemma 2. Let JU Y and Z\JW be simplicial complexes such that

X, Y, Z, W are subcomplexes. Let F: XVJY—rZKJW be a simplicial

map such that

(2) F[X]QZ,       F[Y]CW,

and also such that

(3) Fi = F\X:X-*Z,

(4) F2 = F\ Y: Y-*W,

(5) fz = F\xr\Y:xr\Y^zr\w,

are homotopy equivalences. Then F is a homotopy equivalence.

Since piC, L) > 1 there is an xG Vl — C Let

Li = L - {x},

L2 = \y E L: y ^ x}.

The partial order on L induces partial orders on Pi and L2 in which

Li and L2 are lattices. The zero of P2 is x. Let C2 = CC\L2. Let a be

the closed simplex on C2, i.e., the simplicial complex whose vertices

are the members of C2 and whose simplices are all subsets of C2. Simi-

larly let t be the closed simplex on Ul,- Then aQKiC, L) and

rC-KiUL,, L). It is easily verified that

(6) KiC, L) = KiC, Li) \J o,

(7) KiUL, L) = KiUL, Li) W r,

(8) KiC2, L2) = KiC, Li) f\ a,

(9) KiULi, L2) = KiUL, Li) n t,

and
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(10) fc,L[ | K(C, Li)\]= fc.L[ | K'(C, Li) I ]

C I K'(UL, Li)\=  \ K(UL, Li) | ,

(11) /c.*[|<r|]-/<,lJl[k|]C  |r'|   =   |r|,

(12) fc,L | | K(C, Li) | = fc.Li,

(13) fa.L\ \K(C,Li)\ r\\o-\  =fc„L1.

Set \K(C, Pi)|=A, |<r|=F, \K(UL, Pi)|=Z and \t\=W. Let
F=fc,L. Then F maps IU F to ZUIF, by (6) and (7), and P, X, Y,
Z, W satisfy (2), by (10) and (11). Since p(C, Li) <p(C, L) and
p(C2, L2) <p(C, L) it follows from the inductive hypothesis that

fc.Li and/c8,L2 are homotopy equivalences. Hence by (12), Pi (defined

by (3)) is a homotopy equivalence. Also by (8), (9), and (13), P3

(defined by (5)) is a homotopy equivalence. Finally F=|<r| and

W= | t\ are contractible, so F\ is a homotopy equivalence. Hence, by

Lemma 3, F=fc.L is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let G: P—>Q be any continuous map. Let

M(G) denote the mapping cylinder of G, namely (PXI)^JQ/E where

E is the equivalence relation generated by the relations (x, l)PG(x)

for all xEP- To prove Lemma 2 we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 3. If G: P—*Q is a cellular map of CW complexes then G is

a homotopy equivalence if and only if PX{o} is a deformation retract

ofM(G).

To say PX {0} is a deformation retract of M(G) is to say that there

is a deformation retraction of M(G) on PX {o}, i.e., a map

H: M(G) XI-- M(G)

such that

H(x, 0) = x, x E M(G),

B(x, t) = x, xEP,    IE I,

H(x, 1) G P,        x E M(G).

The "if" part of Lemma 3 is straightforward. The "only if" part fol-

lows from the fact that if G is a homotopy equivalence then irr(M(G),

PX{o})=0, r — 1, 2, ■ • • , by the homotopy exact sequence, and

from Theorem 1.7 of Chapter VII of [2] and the comment following it.

Returning to the proof of Lemma 2, it follows from Lemma 3 that

there is a deformation retraction Pf3 of M(FA on (XC\Y)X {o}. By

two applications of the homotopy extension property of CW com-

plexes it follows that there is an extension
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Hi;MiF) XI^MiF)

of H3 such that

P3'(x,0) = x,        xEMiF),

H{ix,t)=x,        xG(YWF)x{0},    tEI,

HliMiF/) X /) C MiF/),

BiiMiFt) XI) QMiFt).

By Lemma 3 there are deformation retractions Hi oi MiF/) on

XX {0} and H2 of MiF/) on FX{0}. We define a homotopv H:

MiF)Xl-*MiF) by

Hix, t) = H{ ix, 2t), x E MiF), O^t^ 1/2,

Hix, t) = HiiH{ ix, 1), 2t - 1),       x G MiF/),       1/2 ^ Z ̂  1,

Hix, I) = H2iH{ ix, 1), 21 -I),       x E MiF/),       1/2 ^ Z ̂  1.

It is easily verified that H is well defined and is a deformation

retraction on (ZUF)X {o}. Hence, by Lemma 3, H is a homotopy

equivalence.
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